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To accommodate their growing professional athlete
clientele, Jupiter based Meyer Lucas Real Estate, has
announced a new office location in Arizona.
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Top Jupiter Real Estate Team Announces New Arizona
Location

JUPITER, FL- (October 4th, 2017) –  Jupiter based top
real estate team, Meyer Lucas Real Estate, eXp,
(“MLRE”) has announced today the opening of their
newest location in Arizona. The new Scottsdale-based
office will service MLRE clients in the greater Phoenix
area, with an emphasis on the established
professional athlete clientele of Meyer Lucas Real
Estate.

“I couldn’t be more excited about our new team in
Arizona. We have had our sights set on expanding to
Arizona for the last several years and seeing that dream come to fruition is so exciting.”, said MLRE
President and Founder, Holly Meyer Lucas. “In addition to being the Spring Training home for fifteen
Major League Baseball teams, the Phoenix area is home to many of our existing MLRE clients and

The Phoenix area is home to
many of our existing MLRE
clients and athlete families.
Our clients often ask me if we
have an Arizona office, so it is
a natural fit to expand our
services to Scottsdale.”

Holly Meyer Lucas

athlete families. Our clients often ask me if we have an
Arizona office, so it is a natural fit for me to expand our
services to the Phoenix area.”

Holly and her team at Meyer Lucas Real Estate are known
throughout the Jupiter area for their work with professional
athlete families who reside in South Florida during their
offseasons or come to the area for specific training purposes.
Holly is married to Ed Lucas, a retired professional baseball
player of fourteen seasons, having played with seven MLB
organizations. He is currently an Administrative Coach with
the Miami Marlins.

The Arizona location will be overseen by newly appointed Vice President of MLRE Arizona, Tiffany
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Mickolio. Mickolio joins MLRE after
spending over a decade in the real estate
industry, working in various leadership
roles in property development, loan
processing, title, and escrow. Mickolio is
married to Kam Mickolio, professional
baseball player of twelve seasons with
various MLB and international
organizations, most recent being with
MLB’s Minnesota Twins. In Arizona,
Mickolio will oversee a small team of
MLRE handpicked licensed Arizona
Realtors.

“Tiffany is a fantastic fit to lead our team
in Arizona. She is a baseball wife too, so
she shares that common bond with our
clients and mutual understanding of the
tight timeframes and the complex
dynamics involved with a public figure or
professional athlete sale, purchase or
relocation.”, said Holly Meyer Lucas. “Our clients are going to love working with Tiffany in Arizona and
I’m so thrilled to have her lead our Arizona team.”

“I am honored to have the opportunity to join Holly and lead our team in the Arizona marketplace.”,
said Tiffany Mickolio. “Holly has built a reputable brand within the professional athlete community,
based on a foundation of providing athlete families, such as mine, outstanding service and
exceptional quality. I am so excited to build our team and bring the tools, marketing, and an
established brand to the Phoenix area.”

To contact MLRE Arizona about buying, selling or investing in real estate in the Phoenix area, email
tiffany@meyerlucas.com

###

ABOUT MEYER LUCAS REAL ESTATE
Meyer Lucas Real Estate powered by eXp Realty, is a top real estate company headquartered in
Jupiter, Florida. Current clientele ranges from first time home buyers to high-net-worth individuals.
Founder and President, Holly Meyer Lucas is an award winning, top producing Realtor. She is
regarded as an expert in the field of real estate and is often sought out as a thought leader in the
Sports and Entertainment real estate arena. Meyer Lucas is known locally and nationally for her
professional athlete and celebrity clientele and has been featured in various national publications,
including being featured on the cover of the national and international editions of Top Agent Magazine
in 2016. 

For more information, please visit http://www.meyerlucasrealestate.com.
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